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Immunosensors have been extensively used since many years for environmental monitoring. Based on protein
microarray and lab on-a-chip technologies, we have designed and built a series of instruments called SOLID (for
“Signs Of LIfe Detector”) (Parro, V., et al., 2005) for automatic in situ detection and identification of microbial
remains, substances or analytes from several solid (soil, sediments, powder. . . ) or liquid samples (Parro .V et al ,
2008). Antibody microarrays permit the attachment of a myriad of different immunoglobulin to perform assays on
a single chip in an ultra-high-throughput and miniaturized format to detect multiple different compounds. Herein
we show the SOLID V3.0 instrument, which is able to perform both sandwich and competitive immunoassays
and consists of two separate functional units: a Sample Preparation Unit (SPU), for ten different extractions by
ultrasonication, and a Sample Analysis Unit (SAU), for fluorescent immunoassays. Our system includes all the
mechanisms, detectors and electronics needed to automatically operate and collect results. The SAU unit consists
of five different flow cells, having only one antibody microarray in each one. The microarray has the capacity for
2000 reaction spots on its surface. This unit is also equipped with an exclusive optical package and portable CCD
device for fluorescent “in situ” detection. We demonstrate the performance of SOLID3 for the detection of a broad
range of molecular size compounds, from peptides, proteins, to whole cells and spores, with sensitivities at ppb
(ng ml-1) level for biomolecules and 104-105 units per ml-1 for spores and bacterial cells. SOLID instrument,
together with its core biosensor, the LDCHIP300 (a 300 antibody containing Life Detector CHIP) (Rivas LA, et
al, 2008), has been tested for environmental studies in different field campaigns in terrestrial analogues like Río
Tinto (Spain), Atacama subsurface (Chile) and Antarctica. Our SOLID instrument concept is an excellent option
to become part of the payload for future missions to explore the Solar System.
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